
he present work depicts a wakhi guide and 
horse resting at great pamir, and was sketched by sir thomas 
edward gordon during his expedition to central asia with 
John Moubray trotter (1842-1924) and John Biddulph 
(1840-1921) in 1873-1874. Lake Victoria, Great Pamir, 

May 2nd, 1874 shows an expansive landscape on the shores of a lake, 
with a snow-capped mountain range undulating across the background. 
in the foreground, a bearded wakhi, or khik, rests while holding a 
tethered horse. the wakhi people originate from wakhan - now part 
of afghanistan- though they also live in adjacent areas of tajikistan, 
Xinjiang and the hunza Valley of pakistan. the pamir Mountains are a 
central asian mountain range known since the Victorian period as the 
‘roof of the world’ in reference to its great height. Lake Victoria, now 
known as Lake Zorkul, is located within the pamir Mountain range and 
the afghan-tajik border runs along the lake from east to west, with the 
northern half belonging to tajikistan (fig. 1). 
 gordon’s expedition travelled from Leh on the indus, across the 
karakoram to the little explored region of eastern turkestan, carrying out 
map-making for the army and playing a vital role in what would become 
known as ‘The great game’, in the high asian buffer zones between 
the British and russian empires. gordon wrote, ‘my book... makes no 
pretension to be in any way a record of scientific exploration: it merely 
relates to what fell under “every-day” observation... The idea of writing 
it was suggested by my sketches forming such a complete series “from 
the indus to the oxus” as to merit publication simply on the ground of 
representing to a very great extent life and scenery never before pictured... 
The whole of the illustrations (with the exception of four coloured plates) 
are facsimile copies of my sketches made on the spot.’¹
 gordon was born on 12th January 1832 in aberdeen and was a twin 
son of captain william gordon (1788-1834) of the 2nd Queen’s royal 
regiment. his father served in the peninsular war in spain, and was 

married at santarem, in 1818, to Marianna carlotta Loi, daughter 
of Lois congalvea de Mello, a government official in the province of 
estremadura. alongside his twin brother, sir John James hood gordon, 
thomas entered the army, joining the 29th regiment of Foot on 21st 
august, 1849, and served in the indian Mutiny campaign of 1857-1858. 
he subsequently became Military attaché and oriental secretary to 
her Majesty’s Legation in tehran. during his visits to persia he decided 
to publish an account of his journey with the intention of displaying, 
through his observations and illustrations, evidence of the ‘progress and 
improvement’ he found. in 1896 his work, Persia Revisited, was published. 
he died in 1914.
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photograph of Lake Victoria surrounded by the pamir Mountains
(Figure 1) 

¹ Lieut. col. t.e. gordon, (see Literature), pp. v-vi.
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